Red Class Summer Term 2 Transport
Literacy
Transport stories and non-fiction: listening to and answering
questions about the text.
Use vocabulary related to our topic.
Read aloud simple books themselves.

Physical Development

Communication and Language

Perfecting their pencil grip.
Keeping their body safe in the warmer
weather.
To run to an end goal keeping focused
To throw different objects in a straight line
To travel along a track in different ways
To balance a bean bag on my head

Ask how and why questions e.g. Why do leaves fall
off the trees?

Retell a story in their own words including the key events
Write sentences with a capital letter, finger spaces and full stop.
Use correctly formed letters to write simple words.

Express ideas using a full sentence. Use the present,
past and future tense when speaking.

‘5 by 5’ Character Education
Visit and a farm and feed animals

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
Mathematics
Doubles and halves to 10
Using vocabulary related to weight, length and capacity
including: small, big, long, short, heavy, light, full, empty.
Using comparative vocabulary to describe quantities and
objects including: longer, shorter, heavier, lighter, bigger,
smaller.
Adding and subtracting 2 single digit numbers.
Using a number line to count on and back.

Understanding the World
Takes steps to resolve conflicts with other
children, eg. Finding a compromise.
Can describe self in positive terms and talk
about abilities.
RSE Understanding our bodies and
keeping clean, people who care for us and
growing up.

Event/Visit/Experience
Expressive Arts and Design
Explore what happens when you mix two colours
together.
Block printing transport pictures.
Sing songs, make music and dance.
Listen to and compare music. Create sound stories to go
with pictures of transport.

Different seasons have different weather.
Closely observe what people and vehicles do
Ask how and why questions e.g. Why do leaves fall
off the trees?
Know there are similarities and differences between
themselves and others, and among families,
communities and traditions.
Find out about different modes of transport in other
parts of the world. How has transport changed over
time?

Nature walk

Maps and globes: where is Caldecote, England?

Visit and a farm and feed animals

Taking photos of nature on an iPad

Characteristics of Effective Learning
Seeking challenge
Paying attention to detail

